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PREFECTURE OF PELLA

A REGION OF CENTRAL MACEDONIA

     



O WE ARE

Pella  is  in the geographic  region of  Macedonia.  It  is
named after the ancient  city  of  Pella,  the capital  of
ancient  Macedonia  and  the  birthplace  of  Alexander
the  Great.  The  capital  of  Pella  is  Edessa.  The
mountains  lie  to  the  north  and  the  southwest
especially Vermio mountain to and Voras mountain to
the northwest and Paiko mountain to the northwest.

In  antiquity,  the  area  around  the  modern  Pella
regional unit was part of the kingdom of Macedonia. It
later became part of the Roman Empire and later the

Byzantine and the Ottoman Empires. Following approximately 500 years of Turkish rule, it joined
Greece in  1913.  The shouter  part  of  the regional  unit  has  many  orchards.  Agriculture  once
represented its main industry, today, manufacturing, services and other businesses dominates
about 70% of its industry.

Archaeological remains

Archaeological  remains
have  been  discovered  on
the site of  ancient Edessa,
just below the modern city.
The  walls  and  the  agora
have  been  unearthed  so
far.  A  colonnade  with
inscription  in  Greek  dates
from Roman times. 

In  the  area  of  Loutraki
operate  spa’s  facilities,
known  as  the  Baths  of
Loutraki-  Pozar,  from  hot
springs  in  the  bed  of   St.

Nicholas. 

The  cluster  of  caves  and  the  majestic  canyon  Ramno  Bor  complete  the  experience.  The
Vegoritida of the deepest lakes in the country and the lake-island-Agra Vrytton ideal for boating
and fishing while the rivers Loudias and Vodas are areas of great ecological interest.



OUR SCHOOL

The front part of the Primary School of Profitis Elias. GREECE.

Christmas play! - Nativity play.



School trips are always interesting! - At the planetarium “NOESIS”

We love forests and excursions.

  

Carnival is always time for fun at school.



It’s customary to make our own masks out of clay at school.

Dancing is a part of the school curriculum.



The fire Brigade at our school! - They are explaining to us how they work.

With some Comenius friends.



At an athletic event held in our village.

We are small ecologists! - We are planting some trees on the village hill.



OUR VILLAGE

A bird’s eye view of Profitis Elias, our village!

 

The old school, now the village office !                      Inside the village office !

We love our church!



We are planting trees on the hill of our village !

The village stadium. We love football a lot.

 

We take honey from the local bees.



Rafting in the Almopeos river                                     Anyone for rafting?

The remaining of the Byzantine bridge in the village river

 

The best cherries ever !!             We grow peaches, the most delicious in Greece.



A view of the Almopeos river. We enjoy sitting by the banks.

Walking in the local forest

 

Hiking on the hill                                              Cycling is a great experience



THE COUNTY CAPITAL

Edessa, a bird’s eye view

  

The waterfalls in Edessa, the city of waters

The Byzantine Bridge in Edessa



The railway station

Edessa from a distance

 

Archaeological  excavations in Edessa



   

Varosi, the old neighborhood

Sailing in the lake Vegoritida



Agras lake

SIGHTSEEING

The statue of Alexander the Great on his horse Vookefalas

 

Mosaic in Ancient Pella, the homeland of Alexander the Great.

 



Ancient Pella (30kms from us)

  

  

      

Archaeological findings

  



The swans in Vegoritida lake

 

Thermal Springs in Loutraki

 



Lake Vegoritida from a distance

You can do lots of activities with us in Mt. Voras.

We are keen on skiing on Mt. Voras.



The popular ski resort of our area (Mt. Voras)

The traditional village of Agios Athanasios near the ski resort.

            

Are you a keen rider ?                                     Can you do extreme sports?

 

Can you fly ? We can take you to the aerodrome



WILD LIFE IN OUR AREA

     

Snakes                                                           Eagles always look for prey

   

Monachus Monachus a rare species                  We love bears
 in Mediterranean

      

Do you like wolves?                                    The cunning fox lives quite near to our  
                                                                     village



Boars in our region. People love hunting them

You can meet some deer here. Not very often but if you are lucky, you can see it 

Rabbit. People love hunting them very often



WHY I LOVE GREECE

The Acropolis and the Parthenon. We are proud of them



The Theseion

Olympia. The land of the Olympic Games

A bird’s eye view of Ancient Pella

      



Plaka in Athens. An old town in a big city

The Herodium Theatre in Athens

     

The Ancient Theatre of Dodoni                         The Theatre of Epidavrus

 

The Modern Stadium of Peace and Friendship



 

Summer in Greece                                                       Nafpaktos



Thessaloniki. Alexander the Great and the White Tower

 

The traditional Lamb-on-the-spit.                     Who love lobsters?
Usually  eaten at Easter

 

Dancing is one of our favourite hobbies           We fly kites on the First-Monday of 
No matter the circumstances                              the Lent



Octopuses dried in the sun 

 



The most delicious food combined with extra virgin oil!

We love protesting and demonstrating in the streets!!!

GREEK ISLANDS!



Peace and relax in Greece

Chatting is one of our favourite hobbies

 

 

This is Greece….



We love sports!!!!!      We love sports!!!!!

The “Kalimarmaro” Stadium in Athens!

The Olympic Games in Athens 2004



We are Euro-champions in Basketball 1987

 

We are the Euro- champions In football 2004

Euro- champions 2005 Basketball

The Olympic Stadium in Athens



Delphi…



On an island in Greece

This is Greece!!


